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The Customer Is King

Why do some businesses fail while others 
succeed? 

Will offering the lowest prices in town lead to 
success? Or is it more important to have the 
highest-quality products? 

While those factors certainly matter, the 
easiest way to improve your sales figures is to 
improve your relationships with customers. 



Adopting route optimization software is the 
key to making your customers stick with you. 

When equipped with productivity-improving 
features like GPS tracking, route planning 
software makes it possible for your drivers to 
show up on time, every time. Your customers 
will love that!

Route Optimization Software Will Improve 
Your Customer Relationships



Optimize Your 
Routes

Planning routes manually is a real pain in the 
rear. In addition to figuring out which roads 
your drivers must take to get to your 
customers, you also need to account for traffic, 
construction, weather, customer availability, 
and other factors. 

That can take hours, and after all that work 
there’s no guarantee that the routes you come 
up with are efficient or even accurate. 

With route optimization software, all you need 
to do is plug in your customers’ addresses, and 
then your 100% accurate and optimized route 
will be ready for you in 30 seconds or less. 



Of course, optimized routes won’t do you 
much good if your drivers don’t actually follow 
the routes you give them. 

That’s why you need to make sure the route 
planner you invest in has a GPS tracking 
feature. 

With GPS tracking, you’ll always know where 
your drivers are. Whenever you want, you can 
check in on a driver and confirm that they’re 
sticking to their route and staying on schedule. 

See Where Your 
Drivers Are



See How Fast 
They’re Going, 
Too

Speeding is a waste of gas, and it puts your 
drivers at greater risk of getting into an 
accident. 

GPS tracking will also show you how fast your 
drivers are going. When a driver starts 
speeding, you can catch them in the act and 
tell them to cut it out immediately. 



Make Your 
Business 
Smarter

GPS tracking collects information that you can 
use to improve your business. 

You’ll be able to evaluate your employees more 
accurately and determine if your fuel saving 
techniques are working or not. Overall, you’ll be 
able to make more informed business decisions.  



Avoid Delays And Keep Your Customers Happy 

Route optimization software makes it easier 
for your drivers to show up on time. 

Being punctual allows you to keep your 
customers happy. They might even 
recommend your business to their friends and 
family. These personal recommendations are 
an incredibly effective way to attract new 
customers to your business. 



Start Your Free Trial Today
See for yourself what Route4Me can do for your bottom line

Call Us: +1-855-823-2598
And have our small business routing experts 

set up routes for your business

Click Here To Begin Your Free Trial

No Credit Card Needed for this Free 7-Day Trial
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